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Abstract
The process of transferring the natural gas from the gas well to the gas separation plant encountered some delay time depending
on the distance between this well and the factory, the cross section of the transport line, the geometry of this transport line, the well
pressure and others. To control the factory inlet pressure by controlling the choke valve existing at the well head, the delay time
makes the traditional control systems to fail. In this framework we aim to solve this problem by presenting a novel controller design
and delay modeling technique. The presented technique is compared to the previous control system design and delay approximation
techniques.
© 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Electronics Research Institute (ERI).
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1.  Literature  review  (introduction)
Controlling the gas plant inlet pressure by manipulating the choke valve existing at the well head is considered
as one of the very important control systems in the oil and gas industry. The transport delay problem is one of the
urgent problems in such control system. Many papers of the previous literature dealt with the delay problem but
none of them hit the gas plant inlet pressure control directly. Although this problem is very important it has not been
covered specifically in most of the previous literature. This paper fills this gap. Systems with delays are very common.
Examples of time-delayed systems are communication networks, chemical processes, bio-systems, and so on. The
presence of delays complicates the control design of the system. However, there are different approaches to model
the delay such as Smith scheme and Pade approximation methods. Although Smith scheme was firstly introduced in
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ate 1950s, it is still fundamental and basic tool for modeling systems with time delay (Furukawa and Shimemura,
983). What makes Smith predictor so special is that it predicts outputs against time delays. The obtained systems after
rediction can be treated as delay-free systems (Furukawa and Shimemura, 1983) (i.e. conventional design methods
an be used). However, Smith predictor can be applied only to stable systems. Modified Smith can be applied to
nstable systems with certain complex approximations (Furukawa and Shimemura, 1983). After modeling the delay,
lassical PID control can be used (Abe and Nobuyama, 2005). In state-space models, state predictor is used which is
imilar to modified Smith predictor, but it can also predict future states of the systems under consideration (Shinskey,
967; Nobuyama and Abe, 2005; Kravaris and Wright, 1989). This paper developed a novel approach for dead-time
ompensation for nonlinear processes. The approach structure consisted of linearizing state feedback of a nonlinear
ystem and developing Smith predictor to be used in state space to deal with systems with delay. To compensate
or the dead-time linearized system, an open-loop state observer and a linear external controller have been added.
uang et al. (1990) presented a modified Smith predictor at low frequencies with an approximate inverse of dead time.
nalysis and simulation results showed that the compensator had better disturbance rejection performance than the
riginal Smith predictor. Hench et al. (1998) presented dampening controllers via a Riccati equation approach. The
lgorithm presented in this paper did not only introduce a stable solution for the system but also restrict the poles of
he closed-pole system within predefined region in the left half plane. This had an effect of dampening the closed-loop
ystem. This was accomplished by solving a damped algebraic Riccati equation and a degenerate Riccati equation. The
olution to these equations was computed using numerically robust algorithms. Riccati can be expressed in the format
f periodic Hamiltonian system. This periodic Hamiltonian system induced two damped Riccati equations with two
ifferent solutions (symmetric and skew symmetric solutions). These two solutions were valid. They produced different
losed-loop eigenvalues and different controller gain. This increased the design flexibility by providing an alternative
olution. Niculescu and Verriest (1998) presented a Riccati equation approach to solve delay-independent stability of
inear neutral systems. This paper focused on the problem of asymptotic stability when the system has delay in the
tate of linear neutral systems. Sufficient conditions were given to ensure of the existence of symmetric and positive
efinite solutions of a continuous Riccati algebraic matrix equation coupled with a discrete Lyapunov equation. Syder
t al. (2000) compared predictive compensation strategies with PID. A first-order system with delay was assumed to
valuate performance and robustness of predictive and PID compensation strategies. It was demonstrated that for a
trong dominant delay, the predictive controllers had better performance than PID based controllers. In the case of less
ominant delays, some of the PID controller gave comparable or even better performance than the predictive controllers.
n non-dominant delay system, PID controller with filtered derivative gave better results than the predictive methods.
be and Yamanaka (2003) presented the structure of Smith predictor control which was equivalent to Internal Model
ontrol (IMC) in the sense that the delayed behavior of the plant was removed. The disturbance of the input channel
an have a very long harmful effect when the system has slow modes. This can be avoided by adding disturbance
ompensator in the feedback path in the Smith predictor control. The integral error increases in the time delay period
as the output of the plant does not being affected from the input). This results on increasing the windup phenomena.
o solve this problem, self conditioning anti-windup PI controller was proposed, which includes saturation model in PI
ontroller. The saturation input reduces the integral error and therefore the extreme overshoot response is controlled.
.  The  process  model
The proposed gas process itself is a first order process. Before proceeding, it should be noted that the name of first
rder not only is the name describing such a process but it is also called as single capacity, first order lag process and
ag process. This first order system can be modeled in Laplace domain as:
GP (S) = K1 +  τS (delay free part)Note that K  is the static part of the transfer function and (1/(1 +  τS)) is the dynamic part of the transfer function
here τ  is the first time constant which indicates how quickly the process responds to the changes in the input signal.
o determine this transfer function we have to determine K and τ.
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2.1.  Determining  K  and  τ  experimentally
The experimental determination of the transfer function can be accomplished by performing an open loop test via
the following steps:
1. Put the loop in manual mode (open loop).
2. Wait until the controller reaches its steady state and write down the value of the process variable (pressure) and the
valve opening percentage.
3. Provide a step change to the controller output (CO or % opening of the valve) by 10%.
4. Wait until the output reaches the steady state.
5. Record the PV response to this step.
6. The static part of the transfer function can be computed as follows:
K = OUT
INP
= PV
CO
= PV %
10%
= 5
7. To determine the dynamic part of the transfer function we should compute τ  which is the time required for
63.2%*OUT to occur (i.e. PV  = PV1 + 63.2%*PV). We will repeat the same open loop test to compute τ1
according to this definition. This definition was adopted from Michael J. Harms paper “advanced process control”.
Therefore the transfer function of the chock valve will be
GP (S) = 51 +  23S
2.2.  Determining  the  process  delay  time
The process delay time = e−θS where θ is the transfer delay time. This transfer delay time θ should be computed
experimentally also. To consider different varying parameters such as the line geometry, line length, the viscosity and
other we can simulate for different time delay values. But here for simplicity we will consider the time delay value
obtained experimentally which is 40 s.
The overall transfer function including the delay will be
G(S) = 5
1 +  23S ∗  e
−40 s
The time delay can be modeled and approximated using different methods. This will be illustrated later.
3.  The  performance  metrics
One of the most important performance metrics of the control systems is the time response. It represents how
the state of a dynamic system changes in time when subjected to a particular input. Fortunately, MATLAB provides
many useful resources for calculating time responses for many types of inputs. The time response of a control system
consists of the sum of the transient  response  which depends on the initial conditions and the steady-state  response
which depends on the system input. When a control system is being designed and analyzed, it does not make any sense
to test the system with all manner of strange input functions, or to measure all sorts of arbitrary performance metrics.
Instead, it is in everybody’s best interest to test the system with a set of standard, simple reference functions like the
unit step function. In this paper we tested our system using step input in the operating range of the plant inlet pressure
60–75 bar. The system performance at a certain step may differ from the other so as to ensure the system performance
that we studied two moments: one rising step 60–65 bar and the other is a falling step 70–65 bar.
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Once the system is tested with the reference functions, there are a number of different metrics that we can use to
etermine the system performance such as:
Rise time  is the amount of time that it takes for the system response to reach the target value from an initial state of
zero.
Settling time: The amount of time it takes to reach steady state after the initial rise time. Sometimes the systems do
not reach the steady state within the given time portion in this case it will be denoted as NaN (not a number).
Percent overshot  (PO): Under damped systems frequently overshoot their target value initially. This initial surge is
known as the “overshoot value”. The ratio of the amount of overshoot to the target steady-state value of the system
is known as the percent  overshoot. Percent overshoot represents an overcompensation of the system, and can output
dangerously large output signals that can damage a system. Percent overshoot is typically denoted with the term PO.
The integral  absolute  error  (IAT): The error e(t) is the difference between the reference input and the system output
value. The integral absolute error is defined by the following equation:
IAT =
∫ T
0
|e(t)|  dt
Peak: The maximum value for the system output.
Peak time  is the time at which this peak occurs.
The time response demonstrates the system stability. The system stability has many definitions. For our purposes,
e will use the Bounded  Input  Bounded  Output  (BIBO)  definition of stability which states that a system is stable if the
utput remains bounded for all bounded (finite) inputs. Practically, this means that the system will not “blow up” while
n operation. The transfer function representation is especially useful when analyzing system stability. If all poles of
he transfer function (values of s  at which the denominator equals zero) have negative real parts, then the system is
table. If any pole has a positive real part, then the system is unstable. If we view the poles on the complex s-plane,
hen all poles must be in the left half plane (LHP) to ensure stability. If any pair of poles is on the imaginary axis, then
he system is marginally stable and the system will oscillate.
.  Problem  formulation
If a time delay is introduced into a well tuned system, the gain must be reduced to maintain stability (Deshpande
nd Ash, 1981). The target here is to design a control scheme which can help overcoming this limitation and allow
arger gains by eliminating the time delay effect. Time delays occur frequently in chemical, biological, mechanical,
nd electronic systems. They are associated with travel times (as of fluids in a chemical process, hormones in the blood
tream, shock waves in the earth, or electromagnetic radiation in space), or with computation times (such as those
equired for making a chemical composition analysis, cortical processing of a visual image, analyzing a TV picture by
 robot, or evaluating the output of a digital control algorithm) (Deshpande and Ash, 1981; Marshall, 1979; Bahill and
cDonald, 1981; McDonald et al., 1983; Kormylo et al., 1981; Agin, 1979). Most elementary control theory textbooks
light time-delay systems, because they are more difficult to analyze and design. For example, in time delay systems
nitial conditions must be specified for the whole interval from −θ to θ, where θ  is the time delay. For simplicity, in
his paper we only discuss the steady-state behavior, or equivalently we assumed the initial conditions are zero. A
nity-feedback, closed-loop control system with KGH  = K/(τS  + 1), Fig. 1 is a transfer function of
Y (S)
R(S) =
K
ζS  +  1 +  K
This is stable for −1 < K. If a time delay of the form e−Sθ is introduced KGH  = Ke−Sθ/(τS  + 1) in the forward path,tability is no longer guaranteed. The transfer function of such a system is
Y (S)
R(S) =
Ke−Sθ
ζS  +  1 +  Ke−Sθ
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Fig. 1. A unity-feedback, closed-loop control system.Fig. 2. Time delay effect on system stability (a: changing set point from 60 to 65 bar; b: changing set point from 70 to 65 bar).
The stability limits are not obvious. The exponential in the numerator does not bother us; therefore, it will be left
undisturbed. The exponential in the denominator will be approximated by an algebraic expression. So the value of
the delay θ  will affect the system stability. We simulated the mentioned system for different delay values 2, 6 and
8 s. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the delay value on the system output response considering a step down change for the
pressure set point from 70 to 65 bar and also a step up from 60 to 65 bar in order to consider different moments. Table 1
demonstrates the time response parameters for different delay values. It is obvious that for delay = 2 s the system is
Table 1
Time response parameters for different delay values.
Time delay (s) Rise time Settling time Overshot Peak Peak time Integral absolute error
Step up
(60–65 bar)
2 2.8016 11.2176 0.9876 65.6419 7.7000 21.3237
6 4.0097 NaN 5.3627 68.4857 17 122.7122
8 4.0096 NaN 9.2780 71.0307 84.8000 372.2532
Step down
(70–65 bar)
2 2.8016 11.2176 7.6923 70 0 21.3237
6 4.0097 NaN 7.6923 68.4857 17 122.7122
8 4.0096 NaN 9.4065 71.1143 100 372.2532
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(ig. 3. Time delay constraint on gain increase for 4 sec delayed system (a: Changing set point from 60 to 65 bar, b: Changing set point from 70
o 65 bar).
ore stable and integral absolute error decrease and so the settling time. As the delay value increases these values
ncrease and the system becomes more unstable.
The time delay adds constraint to the gain value. This means that if we used a larger gain value with a constant
ime delay value (e.g. 4 s) the system becomes more unstable. Fig. 3 shows the effect of the gain value on the system
utput response considering a step down change for the pressure set point from 70 to 65 bar and also a step up from
0 to 65 bar in order to consider different moments. Table 2 demonstrates the time response parameters for different
ain values. It is obvious that for gain = 0.2 the system is more stable and the integral absolute error (IAE) decreases
nd so the settling time. As the delay value increases these values increase and the system becomes more unstable.
.  Time  delay  modeling  techniques
The time delay e−Sθ can be modeled using Pade approximation where
e−Sθ = 1 −  (Sθ/2)
1 +  (Sθ/2) (Pade approximation of degree 1)nd
e−Sθ = 1 −  (Sθ/2) +  ((Sθ)
12/12)
1 +  (Sθ/2) +  ((Sθ)12/12) (Pade approximation of degree 2)
able 2
ime response parameters for different delay values.
Time delay (s) Gain Rise time Settling time Overshot Peak Peak time Integral absolute error
tep up
60–65 bar)
4 0.2 5.7933 22.7453 0.8934 65.5807 15.7000 42.3393
4 0.4 2.6698 83.0290 5.3740 68.4931 11.3000 84.7247
4 0.6 1.7798 NaN 64.3595 106.8337 87.4000 1.3429e+03
tep down
70–65 bar)
4 0.2 5.7933 22.7453 7.6923 70 0 42.3393
4 0.4 2.6698 83.0290 7.6923 70 0 84.7247
4 0.6 1.7798 NaN 77.5171 115.3861 95.1000 1.3429e+03
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Using Pade approximation of the first degree for example will yield to the following transfer function (substituting
in the equation, Section 4)
Y (S)
R(S) =
K(2 −  Sθ)
ζθS2 +  (2τ  +  θ  −  Kθ)S  +  2(K  +  1)
All denominator coefficients will be positive and the system will be stable if −1 < K  < 1 + 2τ/θ.
Pade approximation and the other approximations yield different stability limits. This should be expected because
they are approximations. The stability depends on the relationship of θ  and τ. So in this paper we present the Smith
predictor scheme to deal with the time delay problem. If a time delay were introduced into an optimally tuned system,
the gain would have to be reduced to maintain stability. Reducing the gain will increase the system overshot. The Smith
predictor algorithm (Smith, 1957) avoids this gain reduction and hence the consequent poorer performance. The Smith
predictor is probably the most famous method for the control of systems with time delays (Zhong, 2006). It cancels
the effect of the delay by adding output of dead-time and disturbance free part (corrective signal) to the measured
disturbance (subtraction of the measured output and the output of the disturbance free part). This result in a prediction
of what the output would have been if there was no delay. This result will be used as feedback signal see Fig. 4.
6.  The  proportional  integral  derivative  (PID)  controller
As per our survey of over eleven thousand controllers in the oil and gas industries, 97% of regulatory controllers
utilize PID controller. The PID controller unquestionably is considered the most common way of solving practical
control problem. In this paper, for better observing different control effects based on our system, we made a comparison
between the proposed controller and PID controller. The basic idea of PID control is to compare the system output
with the set points, and minimize the error by tuning the three process control inputs (Wikipedia, 2014). The structure
of PID controller is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Structure of PID controller.
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As we can see from figure, in order to make the output value reach the reference value, the error between the
wo values is minimized by PID. The proportional, integral and derivative terms are the three basic parameters of PID
ontroller; these three terms fulfill the different requirements in the control process. The implementation of proportional
erm is to make the reaction to the current error occurred in time, let the control effect takes place as fast as possible and
rive the error to the direction of minimization. Changing this term will affect the steady state error and the dynamic
erformance. The implementation of integral term is to eliminate the steady state error and accelerates the movement
f the process reaching the reference value. Changing this term will affect the steady state error and system stability.
he implementation of derivative term is to improve the system stability and the speed of dynamic reaction; it can also
redict the future change of the error, so that an adjusted signal can be brought into the system before the error goes
oo large. In the literature, several works described the PID structure ( ´A˚ström and Hägglund, 1995; Alfaro et al., 2008;
Mansour, 2011; Ang et al., 2005). According to the authors the three-term form is the standard PID structure of this
ontroller. The structure is also known as parallel form and is represented by:
G(S) =  KP +  KI 1
S
+  KDS  =  KP
(
1 + 1
TIS
+  TDS
)
here KP is the proportional gain, KI is the integral gain, kD is the derivative gain, TI is the integral time constant and
D is the derivative time constant.
.  The  proposed  controller
Our proposed technique aims to use a combination of the Smith scheme for the process dead time and extending
he idea of Smith to the state space representation to enable using the pole movement technique as a controller. To
llustrate this methodology we need to prove analytically the effectiveness of Smith scheme canceling the time delay
ffect on the system stability. This analytical evaluation is a missing point in the previous literature. The following
evelopment of Smith algorithm is based on Deshpande and Ash (1981). For a simple first-order plant with a pure time
elay the process can be conceptually split into delay free system dynamics and a pure time delay.
GP (S) = K1 +  τS (delay free part)
TP (S) =  e−θS (time delay)
If the fictitious variable B  could be measured, we could connect it to the controller, as shown in Fig. 6 whichepresents the conventional control of a time delay system.
This would move the time delay outside the control loop. The signal Y  would be the same as the signal B  after a
elay of θ. Since there would be no delay in the feedback signal, the response of the system would be improved. Of
Fig. 7. Typical time-delayed system.
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course, this cannot be done in our proposed system because our target is to control the factory inlet pressure but not
the well head outlet pressure.
Assuming D(S) = 0 and TP (S) =  e−θS ; the transfer function of such system (Fig. 7) will be
Y (S)
R(S) =
C(s)GP (s)e−θS
1 +  C(s)GP (s)e−θS
We can deduce the effect of the delay time on the system stability as previously mentioned. The configuration of a
system containing a Smith scheme is depicted in Fig. 8.
Rearranging the Smith predictor based on Deshpande and Ash (1981) will give Fig. 9.
The transfer function of the closed loop system relating the output control u(S) to the error signal e(S) is
Y (S)
e(S) = Gs(S)G(S) =
C(S)G(S)
1 +  C(S)GP (S)(1 −  TP (S))
where Cs(S) is the equivalent controller; the closed loop transfer becomes
Y (S)
R(S) =
(C(S)G(S))/(1 +  C(S)(GP (S) −  G(S)))
1 +  ((C(S)G(S))/(1 +  C(S)(GP (S) −  G(S))))
Y (S)
R(S) =
C(S)G(S)
1 +  C(S)(GP (S) −  G(S)) +  C(S)G(S)
where G(S) = GP(S)TP(S) and TP (S) =  e−Sθ
Y (S)
R(S) =
C(S)G(S)
1 +  C(S)GP (S)Y (S)
R(S) =
C(S)GP (S)TP (S)
1 +  C(S)GP (S)
Fig. 9. A rearrangement of the Smith scheme.
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Fig. 10. State feedback for a system without delay.
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Y (S)
R(S) =
C(S)GP (S)
1 +  C(S)GP (S)e
−θS
By this modeling and using the last equation, it is clear that the stability is no longer related to the time delay
s the delay has been removed from the denominator. It is clear that the delay part is shifted outside the feedback
oop. So, the controller design C(S) depends only on the delay free part. The previous constraints on the controller
ain do not explicitly exist. This does not mean that the controller gain can take any value. The delay restricts the
esultant bandwidth within certain range and therefore the gain cannot be excessively high (Astrom, 2000). At any
ase, the controller gain is to be used to compromise between the robustness and the speed of the system (Mirkin and
almor, 2005). Due to this evaluated advantages of Smith scheme we will consider it for modeling the delay but with
he presented control methodology. This presented control design methodology is theoretically to set the desired pole
ocation and to move the pole location of the system to that desired pole location to get the desired system response.
his methodology is called pole movement or placement. Actually if you tried using this strategy with a time-delayed
ystem it will not be realistic due to the effect of the term e−Sθ in the dominator. By means of Smith scheme this effect
ill be eliminated. This pole movement control method results in the desired system response and is easy to find the
ain mathematically. To illustrate using the Smith scheme with this method we need to represent the Smith scheme
or our proposed model by the state space representation. This does not mean that an alternative or different version of
mith scheme will be used. But rather, the approach is to discuss how the Smith scheme can be used with state-space
odel. Consider a linear process without dead-time of the following state space form
x˙  =  Ax  +  Bu(t) (state equation)
y  =  Cx  (output equation)
xs =  Ax  +  Bu(s)
x = Bu(s)
sI  −  A
y(s) = CB
u(s) sI  −  A
To place the system poles in the desired location to obtain the optimum performance we will insert a state feedback
ain k see Fig. 10 where u  =  v  −  kx.
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The gain k  can be chosen using algebraic Riccati equation (ARE). If a time delay θ  is introduced x˙  =  Ax  +  Bu(t  −  θ)
we need to use the Smith scheme to eliminate the delay effect and to enable placing the poles by means of the feedback
gain, see Fig. 11.
8.  Simulation  results
We used MATLAB to simulate our proposed solution and compare it with the previous literature according to the
mentioned metrics (Figs. 12–19 and Tables 3 and 4).
Fig. 12. Time response of PID with Pade approximation for two different moments.
Fig. 13. Pole zero map of PID controller with Pade approximation.
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Fig. 14. Time response of PID controller with Smith scheme for two different moments.
Fig. 15. Pole zero map for PID controller with Smith scheme.
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Fig. 16. Time response of pole placement with Pade approximation for two different moments.
Fig. 17. Pole zero map of pole placement with Pade approximation.
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Fig. 18. Time response of the proposed technique for two different moments.
Fig. 19. Pole zero map of the proposed technique.
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Table 3
Time response parameters (moment of changing pressure from 60 to 65 bar).
Rise time Settling time Overshoot IAE Peak Peak time Poles
PID Pade 68.8769 NaN 0.4334 408.3486 65.2817 172.3 −0.1297
−0.0382
−0.0198 + 0.0221i
−0.0198 − 0.0221i
PID Smith 29.8973 139.8779 0.8950 318.0178 65.5818 101.9 −0.0320 + 0.0448i
−0.0320 − 0.0448i
−0.0435
Pole Pade 57.7460 68.5400 0.0411 224.339 65.0267 91.3 −0.2217
−0.0750 + 0.0433i
−0.0750 − 0.0433i
Proposed 9.911 57.6459 0 2.2258e+03 65.0000 178.25 −0.2217
Table 4
Time response parameters (moment of changing pressure from 70 to 65 bar).
Rise time Settling time Overshoot IAE Peak Peak time Poles
PID Pade 68.8769 NaN 7.9796 408.3486 70.1868 24 −0.1297
−0.0382
−0.0198 + 0.0221i
−0.0198 − 0.0221i
PID Smith 29.8973 139.8779 7.6923 318.0178 70.0000 0 −0.0320 + 0.0448i
−0.0320 − 0.0448i
−0.0435
Pole Pade 57.746 68.5400 10.0546 224.339 71.5355 16.8 −0.2217
−0.0750 + 0.0433i
−0.0750 − 0.0433iProposed 9.911 57.6459 7.6923 2.2258e+03 70 0 −0.2217
9.  Conclusion  and  future  work
This paper discusses the problem of transportation delay introduced in the gas plant inlet pressure control process.
It shows the effect of this delay on the system stability and system gain. It presents Pade’s method and Smith scheme
for delay modeling. It demonstrates the drawbacks of Pade approximation. It proposes a new control methodology
based on a hybrid of pole movement and Smith scheme. The pole movement technique in case of modeling the delay
with Pade approximation was also simulated. The proposed techniques were evaluated and compared relative to the
conventional PID controller in both cases (modeling delay with Pade and with Smith). The obtained simulation results
show that the proposed technique outperforms the conventional techniques in terms of the time response and stability
metrics.
In the future work we may improve analysis of the proposed control strategy by considering different varying
parameters like the well distance, the line diameter, the line geometry and the compressibility of the gas by simulating
for different delay values. We also target to apply this methodology practically to solve this problem in our gas plant.
To satisfy this target we need first to establish data communication system between the plant and the well heads.
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